
 

 

AMERICHEER, INC. 
 
 
Position:  Part-Time Logistics Coordinator 
 
Job Description: The Logistics Coordinator is a position that will work with all of the revenue generating 
departments at AmeriCheer/AmeriDance, Eastern Cheer & Dance and Victory Wear. The responsibilities 
include but are not limited to providing expertise as it relates to packing equipment, moving equipment, and 
driving equipment to events, to logistically supporting the Instructional Department’s Cheer Gym and Summer 
Camps, as well as to the Events Department throughout the Competition Season. Focus will include organizing 
the Victory Wear area and storage facilities, scheduling maintenance, licensing and all other items involved with 
maintaining all company vehicles and trailers. Additional requirements include arranging rental trucks  
(if Needed)  including loading and unloading and overseeing the set-up and tear-down of equipment at events. 
This position insures the successful production of company competitions.  This position reports to the Vice 
President of Operations of AmeriCheer, Inc. Weekend work is required. 
 
Performance Expectations: 

 Assist in production of all events. This includes the logistics and packing of all company equipment in 
conjunction with the event coordinators and company. Knowledge and packing of all company sound 
equipment. This includes microphones, sound equipment, stereo sets and speakers systems. 

 Responsible for logistic planning and tasks at the InterNational Championships. This includes the 
organization of transportation at InterNationals. Will work very closely with the Event Director to ensure 
that appropriate tasks are completed. 

 Establish and maintain cooperative professional relations with clients and colleagues.  
 Maintaining knowledge of items that are in on-site and off-site storage. (inventory) 
 Assist in making travel arrangements for company employees and/or staff as directed. 
 Maintain professional relationship with vendors, clients and other customers.  
 Maintain excellent customer service with all clients. 
 Brainstorm and communicate all suggestions for improvement, ways to overcome challenges, and 

feedback to the appropriate department and President of AmeriCheer, Inc. 
 Maintain working knowledge of Victory Wear, Camps, Competitions and other corporate initiatives for 

communicating effectively with representatives, the public and internal staff. 
 Work a minimum of fifteen – twenty major weekend competitions including but not limited to the 

Buckeye Open National Championship, Winter Open National Championship, Hershey All-Star and 
InterNational Championship. Events will or may be AmeriCheer, Eastern and Dance events. 

 Maintain a positive image for AmeriCheer by reflecting a professional appearance and manner in all 
interactions with the public and internal associates 

 Additional responsibilities as assigned by management 
 
Assignments:  

 Maintain a professional relationship with every client 
 Exhibit strong written and oral communication skills by disseminating information to other company 

managers and owner.  
 Demonstrate the capacity to earn the owners respect and trust.  
 Effectively operate company technology and properly apply computer skills.  
 Maintain absolute confidentiality for proprietary information.  
 Exhibit enthusiasm and confidence with the public, other associates and employees and to improve the 

company’s market share 
 Make decisions based on the mission statement of the company.  
 Follow up with customers in a timely manner after events with proper correspondence through personal 

and/or written format.  
 



 

 

 
 
 
Professional Development:  

 Participate in civic and company promotional functions as needed 
 Identify cost saving measures which improve quality of company and share with management 
 Possible advancement to full-time employment available with additional responsibilities related to 

business development and cheerleading account management 
 
 
Educational Requirements: 
A minimum of a high school diploma or equivalent, bachelor’s degree or technical school preferred 
CDL License optional 
Basic Microsoft knowledge preferred 
Cheerleading, dance or merchandising experience a plus. 
 
Every employee works for AmeriCheer, Inc., not only for a particular supervisor or department. Accordingly, 
employees are expected to act in the best interest of the firm, even if doing so requires actions or 
responsibilities not listed in the above job description. This job description is provided for informational purposes 
only and is subject to revision by management when it is deemed necessary. 
 


